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Inmate Sexual Harassment of Staff: “Part of the Job?”
2018 © Susan Jones, PhD
This is news! The fact that leaders within corrections agencies are expected to ensure that
staff are not subjected to unlawful sexual harassment from inmates has now been affirmed
several times in the legal system (see Freitag v. Ayers—California Department of Corrections
and Rehabilitation, decided Sept 13, 2006; Beckford v. Florida Department of Corrections,
decided May 7, 2010; Federal Bureau of Prisons, Coleman Complex, settled February 2017).
Even after these orders by the courts, many agencies, who have not yet had a court find
them liable, are continuing to ignore this behavior. “Everyone” knows that female corrections staff are subjected to a variety of sexually harassing comments and gestures.
“Everyone” also knows that female corrections staff are subjected to inmates who use exhibitionistic masturbation as a tactic to intimidate and harass them. Yet, the culture in corrections continues to support the idea that this is just part of the job: “If the women who work
in these environments don’t want to put up with this type of behavior then they need to find
a different job.”
A review of the court cases indicates that there are two frequent responses from corrections
leaders who are brought to task regarding their tolerance for this type of abuse and harassment: they didn’t know this was happening because no one is writing reports regarding this
behavior, and they are powerless to stop the inmates from engaging in this behavior.
The first response, dealing with the absence of formal misconduct reports being written by
staff, is perhaps the most complex issue. The corrections culture clearly states that this is the
job, and anyone who doesn’t like the job should go elsewhere. In this environment, with this
message being so clearly communicated, it is not surprising that staff are not writing reports.
If, just if, the staff actually write a report, it is rarely taken seriously or even forwarded for
review by the first line supervisor. In the case Freitag v. Ayers, the court records indicate
that female employees were writing misconduct reports, but that the reports were not
“accepted” as something that needed to be dealt with.
(Continued on page 2)
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In many jurisdictions, this type of behavior is still seen as just a part of the job and so it is rarely reported. A review of
common social media accounts that include correction staff show evidence that this type of sexually abusive behavior
is very common in prisons and jails across this country.
Any corrections leader who is not getting reports detailing this type of misconduct needs to take an extra step to
ensure that their staff understand the expectation of reporting and holding inmates accountable. In fact, if no reports are being written, corrections leaders should operate under the assumption that this misbehavior is occurring, until proven otherwise. It takes more than an absence of information; the courts have held that corrections
leaders are expected to make sure that they are aware of the environment that their staff are working within. This
type of expectation is not new.
Remember, “knew or should have known?” This has long been a standard for sexual harassment in the workplace.
Supervisors had always been responsible to ensure that their staff are protected from sexual harassment by supervisors, co-workers, or someone who is not an employee, such as a client or customer. Guess what? Inmates are nonemployees, and their behavior counts.
The second issue, what can actually be done to stop inmates from sexually harassing or abusing employees, is absolutely necessary to protect employees as well as to protect the agency from liability. Corrections professionals effect
behavior change. That is what we do best.
If our staff were having items thrown on them each time they enter a cell house to make a round, we would do something about it. In fact, many agencies have dealt with just this issue and have, in fact, stopped this behavior. Corrections agencies have provided staff with protective barriers, clothing, and equipment. They have pursued changes in
the laws to include this type of behavior as an assault. They have pursued administrative and criminal charges to document this type of behavior of inmates so that additional penalties, and even sometimes, additional time has been
added to an inmate’s sentence. Obviously, some inmates continue to break this rule/law, but corrections professionals don’t then throw up their hands and declare that there is nothing that they can do to stop this behavior. Instead,
they continue to hold each inmate accountable, each time an inmate throws an item.
Holding inmates accountable to their sexually harassing/abusive behavior towards other inmates is now an expectation that is supported by all agencies who are complying with the Prison Rape Elimination Act standards. This type of
responsibility applies to actions between inmates or between a staff member as a perpetrator and an inmate. There
is nothing in the PREA standards that addresses actions of inmates that are directed to staff, but it makes no sense to
assume that a corrections leader who is concerned
about sexual safety in their facility would not also be
concerned about this type of behavior.
The bottom line is that corrections leaders are responsible to know what is actually occurring in their facilities, and they are responsible to address the sexually
harassing/abusive behaviors of their assigned inmates,
even when the behavior is directed towards staff. It is
time we change the cultural acceptance of this type of
misconduct and take action to stop it.
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Flat Tire
2018 © Corp. William Young
I was running a little late tonight. Not really late late, but later than I like to be.
I quickly said my goodbyes and hopped into my truck. Halfway down the street I noticed that something wasn’t
right. I rolled down the passenger side window and noticed a weird humming noise coming from my right rear tire.
I parked, got out to take a look, and there is was, a flat tire.
Crap!
I climbed up into my truck and drove slowly back to the house. I walked back into the house and explained to my
wife that I now needed to take her car because my truck has a flat tire. She gave me her keys and walked me back
outside and said goodbye.
So that’s it. That should be the story. And for a “normal” guy that sells insurance for a living that would be the end
of the story. Flat tire, switch vehicles, and fix it as soon as you can. But not for me, nope, for me, this was more
than a flat tire.
Let me attempt to explain.
As a Correctional Officer I have little to no actual control over the events that take place during my shift. So at any
given time on any given day things can get really bad really quick.
One of the few things that I do have control over is my pre-shift routine. This includes things like the time that I take
a shower, the way that I put on my uniform, and the way I tell my family goodbye. I am a creature of habit. I do not
handle alterations or variations of my routine very well. Change makes me anxious.
So here’s how this works. I’m already late and now I have to go back inside the house and get the keys to my wife’s
car which means I have to see my wife and family again. Sounds good right? Maybe I could sneak another kiss or
give my daughter another hug while I wait for my wife to hand me her keys. Trust me, I would love nothing more
than to stay home from work and hug and kiss on them all night, but I’m already in work mode. At this point hugging or kissing or simply seeing my family would be tortuous. Tortuous, because once I leave the house I start my
decent.
But tonight, my routine is all screwed up.
Tonight, I had to get the keys from my wife and then transfer my equipment from my truck to her vehicle. Tonight,
I’m late. Not really late late, but I’m pretty close. Tonight, my twenty-seven minute drive to work should have been
my time to transition from the outside to the inside. Tonight, I would’ve used those twenty-seven minutes to mentally prepare myself for all of the arguments and the accusations and the confrontations and the inevitable report
that I will have to write this week about something that did or did not happen two months ago.
(Continued on page 4)
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But not tonight, tonight I’m thinking about being late and I’m thinking about when I’m going to be able to fix my flat
tire. “Well, Bill, you fix it when you get off of work” says the guy that sells insurance for a living and can do whatever
he wants to do on his lunch break.
Well, Mr. Sells Insurance Guy, I really don’t get a lunch break. In fact, when I walk into my facility, I don’t even know
when I am going to get off. It would be great if I only end up working my eight hours, but in reality I’ll probably be
here for twelve. And hopefully, fingers crossed, I don’t end up staying for sixteen hours because at that point I will
have been awake for thirty hours.
That thought alone, the not knowing when I get to go home, consumes me and triggers my anxiety. Then, my anxiety
transforms into anger and I start to brood about all of the mandatory overtime I’ve had to work over the past three
years.
The fun part is that I get to worry about this for the entirety of my shift, however long that may be. My frustration
with the overtime makes me think about all of the circumstances that led me to work at a correctional facility. I second guess my life choices and I curse myself for not studying harder for that Chemistry test in high school. I think
about my family and my kids and all of the holidays and anniversaries and birthdays and school functions and sleep
overs and parent teacher conferences that I have missed all because I work in a correctional facility.
My anger gives way to guilt and depression and regret and there isn’t a damn thing I can do about any of it because
I’M STUCK IN JAIL.
So no, Mr. Sells Insurance Guy, it isn’t just a flat tire for me. For me, the flat tire is just another reminder that I have
absolutely no control and that at any given time my plans, my routine, can be decimated before my very eyes.
I am helpless, I am hopeless; I am a hostage at the Hotel California.
And then I breathe.
I breathe and I reflect and I realize that I am truly
blessed and that the situation I am in is temporary.
I may have no control over my flat tire or when I
get to go home but I do have control over how I
react to these things.
Instead of focusing on all of the things that I’m going to possibly miss, I need to focus on all of the
things that I’m not going to miss. I need to relax
and not become emotionally over-invested in
things that I cannot change. I need to shift my focus and my attention and my energy to the things
that really matter like my family and my friends
and my sanity.
Audrey Boag

Oh yeah, and I need to fix my flat tire.
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CF2F—A Family’s Perspective
By Anonymous Family Members
The following narratives were written by the wife and teenage daughter of a staff member. This individual has
worked security for more than 20 years at the Illinois Department of Corrections.
The wife’s story: How does someone with 20+ years cope with stress and the everyday concern for their personal
safety, as well as their co-workers’?
You become a different person, or you develop an alter ego, if you will. This allows you to keep a stern profile and
not allow people to see any other side of you. For safety and security issues this is more than acceptable. However,
one needs to be able to turn that off when they leave work and go home to their family and friends.
Although I’ve never worked directly with offenders, because my husband deals with it on a daily basis, I feel as
though I have lived the experiences, situations, etc. that he has. He has always been a wonderful provider, soulmate, father and friend but recently I had noticed, those things were slowly diminishing and he was becoming someone that I did not feel as though I knew anymore. The stress of the job was getting to him and that stern profile he
had to maintain eight hours a day while at work became his profile every hour of every day.
Our daughter had even noticed the change in her father and they had always had an inseparable bond, as most fathers and daughters do. This was breaking our daughter’s heart and after a recent disagreement they had, she
lashed out at me saying some very hurtful things about her father. I knew in my heart she truly did not mean them
but was so angry she had just come to her boiling point and exploded. I asked her to give herself a few days to calm
down and then discuss it with her father. A few days went by and she did what I asked. I did not witness the conversation, but I came in towards the end of it and I could see the pain and hurt in my husband’s eyes. He had no
idea things had gotten this bad. We, as a family, then also discussed other issues that needed addressed.
I felt that we had made progress, but I did not have
any idea how much until my husband went to the
CF2F class. I remember him coming home from the
class and immediately hugging our daughter and
apologizing for his behavior and who he had become. I saw an immediate change in him after this
class and his passion for this program.
The man I married 25 years ago has become the
same man I fell in love with all over again!

This isn’t something to be ignored. Corrections is a
very stressful job, and your family and friends are
the ones who suffer from it. Don’t shut them out.
They are the ones who love and support you every
day.
(Continued on page 6)
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The daughter’s story: My father has always been my biggest role model.
Every morning, he set me up for success. Words of encouragement were spoken, he told me I would do amazing
things, he said that he loved me, and out the door to work he went.
The mornings, they made me happy. It was always the afternoon I dreaded, when dad came home from work. Dad
would come home defeated every day, answering constant phone calls, and just looked like he had given up. My
cheery, loving father seemed to vanish when he was off work.
People started telling me things about my dad like how power-needy he was, how he had to be in constant control,
how his emotions always affected his attitude. I began to realize that my dad was becoming his work. I struggled with
connecting with him, never feeling like I could disclose information to him, and instead feeling scared to tell my dad
about my life in fear of him disapproving, or snapping at me.
My mom and I brought this to his attention, and that’s when things began to change.
My father was so hurt. He never realized what was happening.
Next thing I knew, Dad was gone for a week, in Springfield, attending the CF2F workshop. I remember the day he
came home, and he came into the door and hugged me, and started giving Mom and me a summary of his week.

Dad broke down, sobbing. He told us all about these things that he learned, the stories he was told, and how he didn’t
feel like he was alone in his struggle of becoming his work. I broke down right along with him. From the moment he
stepped into the door, I knew my dad was back. He was given the right tools to understand and cope with what he
was going through, and he used them.
Now, once again, Dad channels his rough patches into productivity, and I have never been so proud of him. Dad and I
have never had such a strong relationship, and I look to model myself after the person my father has become.

DWCO Books for the Well-being
of Corrections Staff and their Families
Staying Well: Strategies for Corrections Staff
More on Staying Well: More Strategies for Corrections Staff

Passing It Along: Wisdom from Corrections Staff, Volumes 1 and 2
E-book Processing Corrections Work: A Workbook to Combat Corrections
Fatigue and Increase Corrections Fulfillment
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The Best Defense May Indeed Be a Good Offense—Part 2
2017, 2018 © Caterina Spinaris and Gregory Morton
Continued from the September 2018 issue of the Correctional Oasis.
With this robust research-based evidence for the detrimental effects of burnout on physicians as support, it is not
much of a leap to suggest that burnout and overall Corrections Fatigue could have adverse consequences among corrections professionals also. That it could negatively impact the quality of offender management, and increase the likelihood of errors or lapses, resulting in policy violations, and hence reduced safety—with ensuing increases in critical
incidents, injuries, death and litigation risks. In other words, it does not seem to be far-fetched to conclude that countering Corrections Fatigue is in fact a mission-critical issue. So much so, that if we are going to do for the public
what we say we are going to do, then pro-actively attending to the well-being of our staff is a crucial matter for corrections leadership.
Where does one start?
An easy answer is, start with what you’ve already got in place.

At Desert Waters we do not assume that an agency has not thought of these concepts before, and that no one has
taken steps to address this long-standing condition. Quite the opposite. It’s very likely that you already have wellnessrelated training programs in your catalog, or that after-action employee support is currently written into physical
force policy, or that creative scheduling has long been an issue you’ve wanted to address. Maybe now is the time to
proactively enhance those programs. Maybe even do that by reassigning some resources for the purpose of giving
these programs a renewed jump-start towards success. Perhaps it is as simple as just measuring the effectiveness of
what you presently have in place. Or maybe it’s bigger than that. Maybe it’s a system-wide initiative to uncover and
address Fatiguing conditions wherever they are found, and then strategically and intentionally target them to enhance Fulfillment for each and every employee. You know your agency better than we do.
A key point that needs to be repeatedly emphasized is that BOTH bottom-up and top-down approaches are required
if employees are to stay healthy and functional in their professional and personal lives. For example, it is necessary
to pair staff wellness trainings and resources with systemic work-setting improvements in the areas of workload, work
hours, and leadership styles. One without the other will undermine staff well-being in the long run. Both individual
staff and agencies must do their part for the workforce to be able to function well and remain well.
It is not reasonable to expect that bottom-up efforts, such as staff getting trained in resilience-promoting strategies,
would be able to sustain the resilience of the workforce in the face of chronic adverse work conditions that interfere
with the neurobiological foundations of well-being—such as long working hours that interfere with the ability to rest
and to have sufficient and good quality sleep. An exhausted body and brain will chip away at healthy functioning and
the capacity to endure and bounce back after encountering challenges.
That is, top-down strategies, even though more complex logistically and perhaps costlier, are essential, because it
cannot be expected that staff be able to maintain their well-being in the face of pervasive and long-term extreme
stressors that are pervasive in their agency. Whatever gains staff may make through their implementation of effective
individual coping strategies could easily be lost due to the relentless grind of the adverse working conditions.
(Continued on page 8)
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Here are some additional thoughts along these lines offered on resolving burnout issues among physicians—thoughts
which seem relevant to corrections work settings: “But what can health care organizations do right now? Burnout
among physicians (and other health care workers) ... cannot be fixed through individual resilience training alone. Instead, health care organizations should treat burnout like the key quality and safety issue it is. Solving basic problems
like workflow and communication deficiencies may significantly improve physician well-being, and the use of scribes
to support EHR (electronic health record) documentation is a particularly promising practice. Health care organizations should ensure that their governance and management systems maximize the participation of clinical staff in
setting priorities and solving problems. They should also develop and track indicators of physician burnout ... and important stressors that may lead to burnout, such as excessive work hours; … the clerical burden imposed by EHR systems and workflow design; … psychological safety survey results; teamwork quality; etc.”4
In corrections work settings, work conditions that must be tackled top-down include chronic partial sleep deprivation
due to frequent mandatory overtime or changing shift work schedules, and chronically high workloads. Enough and
regularly predictable down time—time away from the overstimulating work environment that requires continual vigilance, so that staff can relax, rest and sleep—is a fundamental, non-negotiable human need.
Other universal issues that must be addressed top-down in corrections agencies are the quality of staff interactions,
and the quality of leadership and managerial/supervisory styles. Negative staff interactions and leadership styles are
toxic, yet preventable organizational stressors which sap morale and which cannot be ignored.
Yes, bottom-up interventions that promote staff well-being are crucial steps in the right direction. And they need to
be matched with top-down initiatives regarding working conditions which can help staff sustain any gains they make
through their application of wellness and resilience-promoting behaviors.
In conclusion, we urge you to recognize and benefit from the research: the best defense may indeed be a strategically
targeted, proactive offense.
We at Desert Waters are here to discuss these mission-critical matters with you further, and to bring to the table our
various approaches to complement yours.
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Critical Incident Stress Debriefing:
A Response to Susan Jones, PhD—Part 3
© 2018 Bruce Perham
Continued from the September 2018 issue of the Correctional Oasis.
Susan Jones: “If the Mitchell Model is chosen as the method to continue to offer staff support, then the model
should be followed. Making alterations to the debriefing protocols based on staffing limitations or on what feels
comfortable is not recommended. The model defines attendance protocols, confidentiality protocols, time frames
for implementation, and training for facilitators. These guidelines should not be ignored. What can be inferred by
this research, however, is that individual contacts by people with whom the traumatized staff member has no existing relationships are not helpful. A peer support approach, staffed by familiar people, may in fact be more helpful for staff who are processing a tragedy. When using such an approach, staff members can reach out to this same
peer support person later, if needed.”
I agree with both of the points Susan is making here. Firstly, the Agency and their EAP provider must have an agreed
upon philosophy and approach as to the need for CISD and when it is appropriate to use it. Health professionals who
attend onsite CISD need to have the skills to assess the situation and provide the appropriate interventions required
at the time, within the agreed service delivery methodology. This will not always be a facilitator the officers know, but
it needs to be someone experienced in Corrections work who has a sense of what the officers are experiencing.
Secondly, what the officers shared in the group is very consistent with this comment, and the idea of “opening up to a
stranger” was the most important reason why so few officers accessed EAP. This was further heightened when officers who did use EAP described it as not being helpful. The vast majority of communication about traumatic events
clearly informally occurred amongst “trusted colleagues,” not with Senior Officers, not with Peer Mentors, not with
EAP counsellors, and not with CISD facilitators.
I would often think, “Thank God that officers at least have these trusted networks,” as without them I think the psychological toll that comes with trauma would be a lot worse. There is an urgent need for Corrections Organisations,
their Senior Leaders and EAP providers to come together to look at how a better support network could be provided
to Correction Officers that builds on this deep connection they have with each other.
I included an excerpt from my yet to be published book, “The Psychology of Being a Correction Officer,” which I think
is very relevant here.
“At one point in the session an officer got quite irate and shared, ‘I rang an EAP counsellor once and discussed an
issue I had with my Senior. The next day my Senior hooked me in and said, ‘Well, what’s this all about?’ The counsellor had breached my confidentiality. Knowing that would be a horrendous breach on the part of a counsellor, I
challenged him on it stating, ‘EAP has a strict protocol of confidentiality, and I have never known that to happen.’
He stopped and said, ‘You are right; it was the peer mentor.’”
My point here is that the role of peer mentor is more than being a good listener, and there is a high level of skill required, understanding the issues of confidentiality being one and the damage a breach can create. I have a strong belief that Counsellors can work very closely with peer mentors/counsellors and provide a cohesive service that provides
a “friendly face,” but links officers into professional counselling when they need it. I would be more than happy to
pilot this in any prison in Australia!!
(Continued on page 10)
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Susan Jones: “For now, there is no clear answer, so corrections leaders are left to determine the needs of their employees based upon their own judgement. The tried and true mechanics of leadership must be relied upon: know
your staff, be accessible to all levels of employees, and provide a wide spectrum of resources, so that staff can access support when needed. Hopefully more clear and specific research will be able to confirm or refute the efficacy
of the Mitchell Model, and provide a clear answer about what should be done after a critical incident.”
I thank Susan Jones for raising the many issues that surround the delivery and the experience of CISD. The training I
delivered to the prison officers in 2016 had quite a profound impact on me. I learned that prison work exposes Officers to a wide range of traumas and stressors, and many Officers pay a heavy price for that. I became brutally aware
of the reality that as health professionals we do not understand, and we do not do enough to support officers doing
this work. We need to be far more proactive in advocating on their behalf.
Research is not going to solve this dilemma alone. If Critical Incident Stress Debriefing is harmful rather than helpful,
then we need to stop doing it and start doing something else. I believe what the Officers told me, that they have a
need to talk and to express what they are going through. So many officers shared the pain of “going this alone,” and
what a lonely road it was, and how the impact spread to all areas of their lives. Before we move away from CISD (if it
turns out that we need to do so due to research findings), we need to develop other ways of engaging Corrections
Officers, as they need to be engaged, they need opportunities to talk about their work and what they experience in
the performing of their duties. They need to process what they see. There is great scope for us to try new ways of
doing things, and evaluate the effectiveness of these approaches, to ensure that they do benefit Corrections Officers,
and do not harm them.

We need to broaden research to not just focus on specifics, on only one aspect of the issue. We need research to
assist us to find more effective ways to support prison officers or any front-line responder post-critical event. If research is indicating an approach is harmful, then we need to do more research to confirm other ways of operating
that are helpful. We need Correctional agencies EAP providers, health professionals and Corrections Officers to come
together and chart a way forward to look for better ways to respond to these complex workplace issues. I am always
keen to “pilot” what I do, and through participant evaluations, gather a sense of whether intervention was helpful or
not. It is how we learn. It is vital that Corrections Officers are involved in this process for they know firsthand how
critical incidents can shape their lives.
I am going to close with another excerpt from my book “The Psychology of being a Correction Officer,” which was
inspired by my discussions with the Correction Officers back in 2016. To me, this excerpt clearly states that we have
to do something, but let’s make sure that we do it right!
“As I sat with the Officers in the delivery of the ‘Managing Stress and Dealing with Trauma’ training, I came to understand how complex the role of a Corrections Officer was, and how stressed and traumatized many of the officers were. They felt a total lack of validation and awareness, inside and outside of the prison, for the work they did
and the psychological toll it took on them and their families. It was near the end of the training where I was sitting
with 15 officers in this dark, barren education room in the middle of this windswept prison, when one officer stated, ‘No offence meant, but what is the point of this? We see people like you come and go and nothing ever changes, and no one really cares.’

As I looked around the room and sensed the despair, the almost overwhelming feelings of hopelessness, I was
overcome by the awareness of how marginalized this group was. The realization hit me that this was the most
marginalized group of individuals I had ever sat with in all of my working life and their despair touched me deeply.
It was at that point that I decided that I had to take this somewhere. In whatever way I could, I had to give these
Officers a voice, I had to do something. My flimsy response was I was going to collate what had come out of the
training and provide a report back to Management. The Officer’s cryptic response was, ‘I won’t hold my breath!’”
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DWCO’s New Courses!
TOWARDS CORRECTIONS FULFILLMENT™: FOR NEW STAFF
“Towards Corrections Fulfillment™: For New Staff” (TCF) is a 4-hour proprietary and copyrighted course authored by
Caterina Spinaris, PhD, LPC, and designed to prepare new correctional professionals, who have little or no correctional
experience, for a healthy and successful career in corrections.
It is a prequel training program to the internationally recognized course “From Corrections Fatigue to Fulfillment™” (CF2F) offered by Desert Waters Correctional Outreach (DWCO). It is also a stand-alone course. While CF2F
offers the veteran corrections professional valuable insights and coping tools, TCF gives the newest staff the best opportunity to prepare themselves to counter the possibility of Corrections Fatigue through evidence-informed prevention techniques, and effective, career-long coping skills. TCF is to be offered as part of a larger pre-service curriculum.
The TCF course is interactive and engages the learner in open discussion to acquire new information and insight
through scenario-based learning, and through the creation of a personalized action plan to encourage and promote
participants’ practice and application of skill-based behaviors.
Instructors certified to offer the CF2F course are also certified to offer the TCF course. All others can obtain certification to teach the TCF course by successfully satisfying certification requirements through a 4-day Instructor Training
and follow-up telephonic coaching.

TRUE GRIT: BUILDING RESILIENCE IN CORRECTIONS PROFESSIONALS
“True Grit: Building Resilience in Corrections Professionals” (TG) is an 8-hour proprietary and copyrighted course designed to prepare today’s correctional professionals for long-term resilience in order to maintain their overall health
and wellness throughout their correctional careers and beyond.
“True Grit” is a follow-up training program to the internationally recognized course “From Corrections Fatigue to Fulfillment™” (CF2F). It can be offered as a sequel to CF2F, or as a stand-alone course. “True Grit” builds on the theories and
practices discussed in CF2F, and provides learners with a more thorough description of resilience-promoting skillbased behaviors in light of correctional occupational stress. “True Grit” is packed with useful, evidence-informed tools
and techniques for building resilience with the goal of fostering individual wellness and a healthy correctional workforce
culture. The course is interactive, and it promotes learners’ practice and application of skill-based behaviors through
open discussion, small group activities, and the creation of personalized action plans.
The “True Grit: Building Resilience in Corrections Professionals” Instructor Training is a five-day instructor training
course with certification, authored by Caterina Spinaris, Ph.D., LPC, for the 8-hour course of the same title. It is designed to prepare and certify classroom instructors in the course entitled “True Grit,” so that they may facilitate safe,
research-based, and supportive instruction with their agency staff.
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Many Thanks!
Caterina Spinaris, PhD, LPC

Executive Director
431 East Main Street, P.O. Box 355
Florence, CO 81226
(719) 784-4727

desertwaters.com
Your gifts are tax-deductible.

IN MEMORIAM
Sgt. Patrick Bettens
EOW 5 Sep 2018
State Prison for Men, NH DOC
CO Armando Gallegos
EOW 14 Sep 2018
Kern Valley State Prison, CDCR
CO Jonathan Narrain
EOW 16 Sep 2018
Rikers Island, NY
CO Joseph Parise
EOW 24 Sep 2018
Oak Park Heights, MN DOC

Thank you for blessing
Desert Waters’ mission!
Individual donors: Anonymous donors, TC & Joellen Brown,
Jeff & Connie Mueller, Kevin & Robin Rivard, Jeff & Christine
Rude, Harold & Carol Severson
Business donors: Elizabeth Gamache, LandShark Design, LLC;
Janice Graham & Company, P.C.
Special thanks also go to: Cindy Baeta, Cathy Bergquist,
Audrey Boag, Bob Bowen, Nicole Brocato, T.C. & Joellen Brown,
Pamela Burt, Meredith Butler, John Eggers, Stephanie Freeman, Laura Hix, Susan Jones, Denny Kaemingk, Lorrie Keller,
Michael Lamonds, Stacy Lopez, Greg Morton, Jeff & Connie
Mueller, Brent Parker, Jennifer Rajek, Stephanie Rawlings, Beau
Riche, Taryn Ross, Jeff Rude, Patti Schniedwind, Rachel Shelver,
Eleni Spinari, Jill Stewart, David Stephens, William Young

DWCO Disclaimer
The views and opinions expressed in the Correctional
Oasis are those of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect or represent the views and opinions held by
DWCO Board members, staff, and/or volunteers.
DWCO is not responsible for accuracy of statements
made by authors. If you have a complaint about something you have read in the Correctional Oasis, please
contact us.

Quote of the Month
”If I had to limit my advice on
healthier living to just one tip, it
would be simply to learn how to
breathe correctly.”
~ Andrew Weil, MD

To promote the occupational, personal and
family well-being of the corrections workforce through the provision of evidenceinformed resources, solution, and support.

